Protect the Baltic Sea: A Statement of Commitment

The below mentioned detergent manufacturer hereby commits to cease using phosphates as a component in its products intended for the consumer market.

Upon signature below, the signing party pledges its company’s commitment to adhere to this voluntary agreement in order to help fight eutrophication and help WWF and its partner organizations to conserve and restore the unique biodiversity of the Baltic Sea, one of world’s most threatened marine ecosystems.

The undersigned company (tick the appropriate boxes):

☐  Commits to immediately initiate a process to replace phosphates as a component in its consumer line products.
☐  Commits to have this replacement process fully completed by 31 December 2008.
☐  Commits to have this replacement process fully completed by another date, namely………………………………………………
☐  Already has phased out/has never had phosphates in its consumer line products.
☐  Will not commit to a replacement of phosphates in its consumer line products.

Signed by: __________________________________________________________
Date: __________________________________________________________
Company: __________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________
Tel: __________________________________________________________
Fax: __________________________________________________________
E-mail: __________________________________________________________

Please return this commitment signed by your CEO as soon as possible and no later than May 12th, 2008 to:

[Your organizations contact details...]